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Effect studies of Uyghur sand therapy on
the hemodynamics of the knee-joint arteries
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Abstract. This paper studies the effect of Uyghur sand therapy on dynamics of arterial flow of knee joints via experiments
and numerical simulations. Experiments have been carried out on 30 volunteers, with their diameter and flow rate of arteries
of knee joints measured before and after Uyghur sand therapy. It has been found that Uyghur sand therapy will increase the
inner diameter of knee arteries and speed up the blood flow. Experimental results show that Uyghur sand therapy can help
relieve obstacles in local blood flow. By choosing one volunteer for CT scanning, three-dimensional reconstruction of kneejoint arteries via MIMICS software is achieved. Calculation model is the established with numerical calculations performed
by ANSYS software. According to the calculations, the blood flow of the knee arteries speeds up and the uniform distribution
of velocity enlarges after Uyghur sand therapy, which further confirms the experimental results. Besides, the research also
suggests that Uyghur sand therapy has stronger effect on blood flow of knee-joint arteries than the inner diameter.
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1. Introduction
As an important part of Uyghur medicine, Uyghur sand therapy has drawn an increasing amount of
interest due to its obvious curative effect on all kinds of arthritis, including rheumatism, chronic lumbocrural pain, sciatica, angiitis, chronic appendagitis, dermatosis and etc. Besides, its curative effect
on some diseases in nerve systems and blood pressure are also at mild or moderate levels [1].
Uyghur sand therapy can be described as burying the diseased parts into the hot sand and cure diseases via synthesis of heat, magnetism and strength. Due to multiple influencing factors and disciplines involved, up till now, theoretical researches only achieve macroscopical qualitative analysis
level and no quantitative analysis has been reported.
Previous studies show significant curative effect of Uyghur sand therapy on Osteoarthritis (OA) [2].
OA is one of the most common chronic diseases and it is a clinical syndrome with a major pathological feature in a set of knee articular cartilage [3]. Up till now, many studies show that there exists a
certain relation between the change of the hemodynamic indices and the occurrence, development,
treatment and prevention of OA [4]. Meanwhile, hemodynamic indices are closely related to blood
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flow [5,6]. As a result, this paper studies the effect of Uyghur sand therapy on dynamics of arterial
flow of knee joints via experiments and numerical simulations, which aims at further disclosure of the
hemorheological mechanism of Uyghur sand therapy. The achievement in this study can be best seen
as the development of natural resources and the progress in economy and tourism in Turpan area.
2. Experimental material and method
2.1. Experimental subject
15 male and 15 female volunteers are selected as the experimental subjects. Male subjects have an
average height of 172 cm (ranging from 168 to 175 cm) and weight of 75 kg, while female subjects
have an average height of 165 cm (ranging from 158 to 170 cm) and weight of 55 kg.
2.2. Experimental method
Before applying the Uyghur sand therapy, AG Color Doppler B-ultrasound is used to measure blood
vessel diameter and blood flow velocity of knee-joint arteries. The Uyghur sand therapy is applied by
fastening treatment cushion on knee joints, followed by electrifying and heating for 20 mins. After-

Fig. 1. Blood flow velocity of knee-joint arteries (a) before and (b) after Uyghur sand therapy.

Fig. 2. Inner diameter of knee-joint arteries (a) before and (b) after Uyghur sand therapy.
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wards, blood vessel diameter and blood flow velocity of knee-joint arteries are measured again using
AG Color Doppler B-ultrasound. These steps are repeated for 15 days before the entire experiment is
completed. Figure 1 shows the comparison of blood flow velocity of knee-joint arteries before and
after applying the therapy, while Figure 2 shows the comparison of inner diameter of knee-joint arteries before and after applying the therapy.
2.3. Analysis of experimental result
Test methods vary according to types of study design and purpose of statistical inference. According
to the difference of inner diameter and blood flow velocity of the knee-joint arteries before and after
Uyghur sand therapy, this paper concludes difference in effect of different levels of experimental factors on experimental indices as mean test of the significance of difference, namely paired sample analysis of mean value. In this paper, paired sample of data processing function in Excel is used to conduct
the sample analysis. The analysis results can be found in Tables 1 and 2.
As we can see in Tables 1 and 2, after applying Uyghur sand therapy, both blood vessel diameter
and blood flow velocity experience statistically significant increase (enlarged diameter and increased
Table 1
Blood vessel diameter of knee-joint arteries before and after applying Uyghur sand therapy

Average
Variance
Observed value
Poisson coefficient of
correlation
Supposed mean deviation
df
t Stat
P(T<=t) single tail
t double tail criticality
P(T<=t) double tail
t double tail criticality

Blood vessel diameter before
Uyghur sand therapy
0.562333333
0.00326625
9

Blood vessel diameter after Uyghur
sand therapy
0.602111111
0.002046361
9

0.524046741



0
8
-2.33899516
0.023745062
1.859548033
0.047490124
2.306004133








Table 2

Blood flow velocity of knee-joint arteries before and after applying Uyghur sand therapy

Average
Variance
Observed value
Poisson coefficient of
correlation
Supposed mean deviation
df
t Stat
P(T<=t) single tail
t single tail criticality
P(T<=t) double tail
t double tail criticality

Blood flow velocity before Uyghur sand therapy
84.575
224.7021429
8
0.582904707
0
7
-2.835163758
0.012609399
1.894578604
0.025218798
2.364624251

Blood flow velocity after Uyghur
sand therapy
99.1375
277.4398214
8
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velocity). Specifically, the therapy has stronger effect on blood flow velocity than vessel diameter.
Heating is an important feature of Uyghur sand therapy. It warms up human tissues, which would
help to increase oxygen saturation, accelerate heart rate, dilate blood vessels. Besides, as heat could
increase blood flow velocity of knee-joint arteries of lower limbs of the cured part, notable improvements can be seen in blood circulation, which assists diseases treatment.
3. Analog calculation
3.1. Theoretical model
Blood flow of arteries is an important topic in biofluid mechanics with many problems in the dynamics of pulsating flow unsolved. Some major problems include nonlinearity of blood flow, nonlinear elasticity of vascular wall (or nonlinearity viscoelasticity), blood and vascular pulsation coupling,
finite deformation of artery blood vessel and etc. The synthesis of these features increases the complexity of blood flow research. In particular, the geometrical shape of artery blood vessel and the coupled motion of blood vessel and blood fluid make the problem remain unsolved, a problem unable to
be solved with effect.
For simplicity, in this paper, we assume the blood vessels can be regarded as circular section rigid
pipes. The validity of this assumption is backed up by the observation that in the main human arteries,
blood vessel diameters only fluctuate 5-10%. As for the vessel walls, it is generally treated as rigid
pipes. Even if arteries with pathological changes are involved, their vessel walls are usually thickened
and hardened and with reduced vessel wall motions, which makes it reasonable to treat them as rigid
pipes.
The blood fluid is assumed to be incompressible Newtonian fluid [7]. Combining with the assumption of rigid pipe, Navier-Stokes equation (N-S equation) can be used to describe the blood fluid motion as follows with Eq. (1) as the continuity equation and Eq. (2) the N-S equation [8,9].
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(1)

(2)

where u, v, w are the blood flow speed in x, y, z direction in Cartesian coordinates, respectively. p is
the pressure intensity, p is the blood density and u is the dynamic viscosity.
Boundary conditions, depending on the specific circumstances of the flow field, will provide velocity and pressure values at the boundaries. As for static vessel walls, the speed must satisfy zero slip
condition, namely, u = v = w = 0 .
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After establishing the mathematical model, hemodynamic numerical simulations are employed to
solve control equations of the abovementioned flow with certain initial and boundary conditions provided.
3.2. Calculation model
To obtain the geometrical shape of true knee-joint artery blood vessels, we carry out a threedimensional reconstruction via CT scanning and MIMICS software. MIMICS is a 3D image producting and editing processor. Various scanned data (CT or MRI) can be loaded into MIMICS to establish
a 3D model. After editing, universal CAD (computer aided design), FEA (finite element analysis) and
RP (rapid prototyping) graphs can be generated, which converts and manages large-scale data in PC.
Figure 3 shows a graph generated from CT data loaded into MIMICS and Figure 4 shows the 3D modeling of knee-joint arteries.
3.3. Calculation conditions
Solving the blood flow control equation involves solving pressure intensity and three velocity components, which require initial conditions and boundary conditions. In this paper, we use definite analysis for calculation and investigation of physiological pulsating flow in knee-joint artery vessels. As for
mesh generation, finite element uses four node tetrahedron element and free meshing.
Figures 1 and 2 show the blood flow velocity and inner diameter of knee-joint arteries of one experimental subject with detailed parameter values as follows. The vessel diameter (D) before and after
applying the therapy are 0.512 and 0.545 cm, respectively. As for the blood flow velocity peak values
(Vmax) they are 80.8 and 106 cm/s before and after the therapy. The vessel length (l) is 3 cm, the pulse
cycle (T) is 0.6 s, the blood density () is 1.056 g/cm3, and the dynamic viscosity () is ǂ0.003 pas.
Recall the equation for Reynold number [10],

Re =

ρVmax D
μ

(3)

We have the Reynolds number of 1456 and 2033 before and after the therapy. As both numbers are
below 2320, we could treat the blood flow as laminar.

Fig. 3. Graph derived from inputting CT data in MIMICS.

Fig. 4. 3D modeling of knee-joint arteries.
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Entrance velocity before the treatment can be described as vx=0, vy=0, v = 80.8 | sin § tπ · |
z
¨ ¸
©T ¹

And the entrance velocity after the treatment can be described as v x=0, v y=0, v' = 106 | sin § tπ · |
z
¨
¸
‘

’

©T ¹

with an exit pressure P of zero.
As for the computing control, steady algorithm is applied by assuming laminar blood flow and incompressible Newtonian fluid. Stable results can be obtained after iterative calculations.
3.4. Calculation result and analysis
Figure 5 shows the axial velocity profile before and after the Uyghur sand therapy. The velocity
peaks at the axis and reduces along the radius towards the wall. Besides, the maximum speed increases
after applying therapy.
Figure 6 shows the axial pressure profile before and after the Uyghur sand therapy. Obvious pressure gradient can be observed along the flow direction before and after the Uyghur sand therapy, while
the gradient after applying therapy is more evident.
Figure 7 shows shearing stress distribution along radial direction before and after Uyghur sand therapy. The shearing stress peaks at the wall and reduces along the radius towards the axis. Besides, the
shearing stress value becomes larger after the Uyghur sand therapy.
Numerical simulations are performed upon blood flow of knee-joint arteries using ANSYS software
with the following conclusions obtained.
− Blood flows in the knee-joint arteries are all laminar flows. The flow velocity varies with the
slowest near the vessel wall and the highest near the vascular shaft. Besides, areas with higher velocity expand after Uyghur sand therapy, which indicates improved blood flow.
− Obvious pressure gradients can be seen in blood flow in artery blood vessels both before and after
Uyghur sand therapy and the gradient increases after therapy, indicating a faster blood flow.
− The shearing strength peaks at the vessel wall, and reduces in the direction towards the vessel
shaft. Besides, the shearing strength increases after the Uyghur sand therapy. Therefore, in the
whole cardiac cycle, the possibility of thrombus deposition reduces. The blood could then flow
more smoothly, giving an impetus to blood circulation.

Fig. 5. Axial velocity profile (a) before and (b) after the Uyghur sand therapy.
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Fig. 6. Pressure distribution in vessel shaft direction (a) before and (b) after Uyghur sand therapy.

Fig. 7. Shearing stress distribution along radial direction (a) before and (b) after Uyghur sand therapy.

4. Conclusion
This paper studies the effect of Uyghur sand therapy on dynamics of arterial flow of knee joints using experiments and numerical simulations. As confirmed by both simulations and experiments, Uyghur sand therapy can expand the inner diameter of knee arteries, speed up the blood flow and help to
enlarge the uniform distribution of velocity. Besides, Uyghur sand therapy has stronger effect on blood
flow of knee-joint arteries than the inner diameter. Therefore, Uyghur sand therapy can improve blood
circulation which helps with disease treatment and experiments.
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